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President’s Message
Jessica Huyck, ACP

S

pring is the season of opportunity, the season of sowing and planting. It shows us that life is a
constant beginning — a constant opportunity for self-growth, both personally and professionally.

Maybe one of the opportunities for your professional growth is to take the next step in your paralegal career and obtain your Certified Paralegal credential from NALA. Maybe it’s obtaining your first
or second Advanced Certified Paralegal credential.

Executive
Committee
PRESIDENT
Jessica Huyck, ACP
Jessica.Huyck@SDState.Edu

1ST VICE PRESIDENT
Jennifer Frederick, CP
Jen@SchoenbeckLaw.com

It could be that you’re looking to become more involved with SDPA. There are several committees
requiring a variety of talents, and I’m confident that at least one of them would be a good fit for you!
Perhaps it’s the opportunity to attend the SDPA Annual Seminar in June to brush up on your legal
education. The Education Committee is working diligently to put together an excellent seminar for us,
which will be held on Friday, June 22, 2018, in Sioux Falls. There is also the opportunity to attend via
webinar if you cannot be there in person.
Whatever the opportunity, don’t let it pass you by! As the saying goes, we reap what we sow.
Thank you for allowing me to continue to serve you as President. As always, please do not hesitate
to contact me with any questions or concerns.

From the Newsletter

Committee

2ND VICE PRESIDENT
Vicki Blake, CP

We hope you are enjoying and
benefiting from the new features
in the quarterly newsletter!

Vicki@ZDClaw.com

Over the past year, we’ve
expanded features, added
interactivity, and created several
new sections. We would love to
get your feedback!

SECRETARY
Kristi Wood
KWood@GPNAlaw.com

TREASURER
Bonnie Woolam, CP
Interiors85@Gmail.com

NALA LIAISON
Melissa Wipf, ACP
MWipf@LynnJackson.com

• Did You Know?
• Library Highlight
• Crossword/Wordfind
• Printable Recipe
• Grammar Tips
• Trending Law
• On Point
• Calendar w/NALA webinars
• Hyperlinked emails/websites

Advertising

The SDPA Reporter is a quarterly publication.
Submissions should be sent to:
ReporterSubmissions@gmail.com by:

The following rates are per issue and include tax:

July 31........Summer
Oct. 31...............Fall
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Click here to use the Social Security Administration’s
Life Expectancy Calculator
(under Retirement & Survivors Benefits)

Feel free to contact any
member of the committee with
your thoughts and ideas!

Newsletter Submissions

Jan. 31............ Winter
Apr. 30............ Spring

When calculating future damages,
such as annual medical expenses or loss of wages,
you need to know the client’s life expectancy.

Full Page......... $53.25
Half Page........ $31.95

Quarter Page....... $21.30
Business Card...... $15.98

Inquiries: Jessi Stucke, CP
JStucke@rwwsh.com

Simply enter the client’s gender and date of birth,
then click “Submit.”

SDParalegals.com

NALA Liaison’s Report
Melissa Wipf, ACP

A

s of the September 2017 examination,
our newest certified paralegals are:

• Rebekah K. Koeck, CP
		 Anson Law / Hand County State’s Attorney
		Miller
• Nicole M. Mayer-McMillen, CP
Congratulations to
those
		
Lynn, Jackson, Shultz & Lebrun
of you who took		
the
Sioux Falls
initiative and challenge to
• Abby K. Woytassek, CP
sit for and pass the exam!
		 Richardson, Wyly, Wise, Sauck & Hieb
		Aberdeen
As of September 2017, South Dakota has 184 certified paralegals. In
comparison, North Dakota has 134, Iowa has 159, and Nebraska has 249.
Florida has the most certified paralegals with 4,845, and Vermont has the fewest
with 2. Outside the U.S., Canada and Belgium each have 2. Taiwan, France, and
Japan each have 1. South Dakota has 56 Advanced Certified Paralegals.
The fees for taking the certified paralegal examination are: $250 for NALA
members / $275 for non-members. Registration information is available online
here. As a reminder, SDPA offers a scholarship each year to one member upon
passing the CP exam. For information regarding the Advanced Certified
Paralegal examination, the areas of law offered for the ACP credential, and
exam fees, click here.
As a reminder, NALA’s annual conference will be in St. Louis, Missouri,
from July 11 to July 13, 2018. Information regarding the educational seminars
and social events can be found here.

Area Luncheons
Brookings

The Brookings area paralegals meet every other month.
Meeting times and locations are announced via email. For more
information, please contact Jessica Huyck at Jessica.Huyck@SDstate.edu.
Sioux Falls
The Sioux Falls area paralegals meet at noon on the 2nd Thursday of each
month. Times and locations are announced via e-mail and on our Facebook
page. For more information, please contact Vicki Blake at Vicki@ZDCLaw.com.

Volunteer Opportunities!

Aberdeen • Pierre • Rapid City
We need volunteers to coordinate area luncheons in Aberdeen,
Pierre, and Rapid City. If you are interested or would like more
information, please contact Jessica Huyck at Jessica.Huyck@SDstate.edu.

SDParalegals.com

Calendar

*NALA Webinars, Central Time

March
6*
7*
8*
13*
14*
15*
20*
23*
28*
29*

April

3*
13

13*
16*
19*

27*

May
3*
9*

17*
18*
31*

Internet Sleuthing........................................ 11am
Defensibility & Best..................................... 12pm
Practices in eDiscovery
Five Steps to Develop a............................... 11am
Marketing Mindset
Salary Trends............................................... 11am
The Impact of Technology......................... 1:30pm
Trends on Employment Law
Confidentiality & Ethics:.............................. 11am
Staying on the Right Side of the Line
eDiscovery: Do I Really................................ 12pm
Need to Know This?
Artificial Intelligence:.................................. 11am
Ethics Issues
ERISA 101: A Closer Look............................... 2pm
at Employee Benefits Law
Interviewing Reminders &............................. 1pm
Tips in the Digital World
Technology and Law Practice...................... 12pm
State Bar CLE: Juvenile Law................. 8am-12pm
Alternative Dispute Resolution.............. 1-4:30pm
Ramkota Hotel, Sioux Falls
Unauthorized Practice of Law..................... 12pm
Copyright Law in a Digital World:.................. 1pm
A Basic Guide for Paralegals
Old Age Comes at a Bad Time:..................... 10am
Elderly Clients & Basics of
Long Term Care Planning
Addressing Bullying in................................. 10am
the Legal Workplace
Water in the U.S. Supreme Court................... 1pm
Judiciary & National Security:..................... 11am
War, Terrorism, and Daily Life
1st Amendment............................................. 11am
Hearsay & Confrontation Clause................. 12pm
Personal Injury Damages............................ 10am

June

20-22 State Bar Convention...................................... TBD
Ramkota Hotel, Sioux Falls
21
SDPA Social..................................................... TBD
Ramkota Hotel, Sioux Falls
22
SDPA Annual Meeting & Seminar...... 7:30am-5pm
Ramkota Hotel, Sioux Falls
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Welcome!
Debbie Gilman, CP

Abby Woytassek, CP

Abby Woytassek was born and
raised in Aberdeen, SD. After
graduating from Roncalli High
School, she attended Northern
State University, where she
obtained a Bachelor of Arts in
English and graduated with
honors. She joined Richardson,
Wyly, Wise, Sauck & Hieb in
May 2016, obtained the
Certified Paralegal designation
in November 2017, and is a NALA member. She works
primarily with Joshua K. Finer.

Debbie Gilman was born and
raised in Aberdeen, SD, and
graduated from Central High
School. She attended Northern
State University and received her
Bachelor of Arts in English
Literature. Debbie moved to Sioux
Falls in 2009, and worked as a
legal assistant at Myers Billion
while attending Colorado
Technical University’s Court
Reporting program. In May 2014, she began as a legal
assistant for Joseph Barnett and Julie Dvorak at Siegel,
Barnett & Schutz in Aberdeen. Debbie obtained her Certified
Paralegal designation from NALA in 2015, and has been a
member of NALA since that time. In her spare time, she
enjoys spending time with friends and family, watching movies
and TV, reading, and spoiling her two Golden Retrievers.

SDPA LIBRARY
If you need to verify whether or not an adverse party is on
active duty (ie. when filing a small claims suit), you can
use the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act website here.

From Our Librarian...

You will need the party’s Social Security Number (SSN),
his or her birth date, and last name.
Next, check the security box, then click “Submit.”

This book reviews four keys to personal
success regarding your attitude:
Consideration, Construction, Crashing, and
Changing. A great motivational read!

About the Author:
John C. Maxwell is a #1 New York Times bestselling author, coach, and speaker who has
sold more than 26 million books in fifty languages. In 2014 he was identified as the #1
leader in business by the American Management Association® and the most influential
leadership expert in the world by Business Insider and Inc. magazine. He is the founder
of The John Maxwell Company, The John Maxwell Team, EQUIP, and the John Maxwell
Leadership Foundation, organizations that have trained millions of leaders. In 2015, they
reached the milestone of having trained leaders from every country of the world. The
recipient of the Mother Teresa Prize for Global Peace and Leadership from the Luminary
Leadership Network, Dr. Maxwell speaks each year to Fortune 500 companies, presidents
of nations, and many of the
world’s top business leaders.
Facebook.com/JohnCMaxwell
Twitter @JohnCMaxwell
Instagram @johncmaxwell
For more information, including
his other publications, visit
JohnMaxwell.com.
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Trending News

On Point:

Ethics & Guidelines

Grammar Pro

#ICYMI

TIP

Graffiti artists awarded $6.7M in suit
against building owner who whitewashed their art while awaiting judge’s
decision on request for preliminary
injunction. Full article here.

• Handbook
• Bylaws

#

• Bylaws (as of 7/31/17)

Lawyer for Netflix’s “Making a
Murderer” subject expects case will
end up in Supreme Court, one way
or another. Full article here.

• Model Standards and Guidelines
		
for Utilization of Paralegals

JetBlue passenger indicted on
charge of interference after
allegedly kicking flight attendant
and throwing snacks.
Full article here.

• Model Rules of
		
Professional Conduct

#

• Code of Ethics &
		
Professional Responsibility

#

Governors, federal agencies are
blocking nearly 1,300 social
media accounts. Full article here.

Supreme Court accepts second
case on partisan gerrymandering.
Full article here.

• Model Guidelines for the
		
Utilization of Paralegal Services

#

• Facebook.com/NALA.Paralegals
• ParalegalToday.com

#

• NALS.org
• ABAJournal.com

#

Lawyer works and sleeps in shack
to raise money for her nonprofit
law firm. Full article here.

Supreme Court won’t hear
case on bias against gay
workers. Full article here.

• Twitter @NALA_Paralegals

#

#

Bodycam video released after
jury acquits ex-cop of murder.
Full article here.

Avoid Fancy Words.
Avoid the elaborate,
the pretentious, the
coy, and the cute.
Do not be tempted
by a twenty- dollar
word when there is
a ten-cent word handy,
ready, and able.
Anglo-Saxon is a
livelier tongue than
Latin, so use Anglo-Saxon words. In
this, as in many matters pertaining to
style, one’s ear must be one’s guide: gut
is a lustier noun than intestine, but the
two words are not interchangeable,
because gut is often inappropriate, being
too coarse for the context. Never call a
stomach a tummy without good reason.
If you admire fancy words, if every sky
is beauteous, every blonde is curvaceous,
every intelligent child prodigious, if you are
tickled by discombobulate, you will have a
bad time with this reminder. What is wrong,
you ask, with beauteous? No one knows,
for sure. There is nothing wrong, really, with
any word -- all are good, but some are better
than others. A matter of ear, a matter of
reading the books that sharpen the ear.
From Strunk and White’s, The Elements of Style,
Fourth Edition, page 45.

Banana Bread Brownies
Serves: 15 to 18
Ingredients:
BROWNIES
1 1/2 c. Sugar
1 c.
Sour cream
1
/2 c.
Butter

JOIN

paralegals from
across the nation and
attend the largest paralegal
conference in the country.
Click here for more information.

SDParalegals.com

(softened)

2
1 3/4 c.

Eggs
Ripe bananas

2 tsp.
2 c.
1 tsp.
3
/4 tsp.
1
/2 c.

Vanilla extract
Flour
Baking soda
Salt
Walnuts

(3-4 whole, mashed)

Prep Time: 35 min.

Oven Temp: 375°

Instructions:”
BROWNIES
Preheat oven. Grease and flour 10x15 pan. Combine sugar, sour cream, butter, and eggs
until creamy. Add bananas and vanilla extract. Add flour, baking soda, salt, mixing for 1 minute.
Add walnuts (optional).
Pour batter into pan and spread/smooth evenly. Bake 20-25 minutes or until golden brown.
FROSTING
While the brownies are baking, heat butter in a large saucepan
over medium heat, until boiling. Let the butter turn a delicate
brown and then remove immediately from heat.

(chopped; optional)

FROSTING
1
/2 c.
Butter
4 c.
Powdered sugar
1 1/2 tsp. Vanilla extract
3 tbsp. Milk

Combine powdered sugar, vanilla extract, and milk. Whisk
together until smooth (it should be thicker than a glaze, but thinner than
frosting).

Using a spatula, spread the brown butter frosting over the

bars (it is easiest to spread while the bars are still warm).

From: Autumn Nelson
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Parablog

Responding to an EEOC Discrimination Charge
Autumn Nelson, CP

nevera agood
goodday
daywhen
whena aclient
clientreceives
receivesa acharge
chargeofof
IIt’st’sdiscrimination.
never
As a paralegal, there are many ways you

discrimination. As a paralegal, there are many ways you
attorney
client
in responding
to the
cancan
helphelp
youryour
attorney
andand
the the
client
in responding
to the
charge
in
an
efficient
and
effective
manner.
charge in an efficient and effective manner.

filed with the EEOC, the basic information about the individual
and the Charge is sent to the employer. All information
included in the initial Charge and any subsequent responses
are kept confidential and are not disclosed to the public.

What is the EEOC?

Receipt of EEOC Notice of Charge

Before we can delve into responding to a charge of
discrimination, we must first understand where the charge
is coming from. Many states have local departments that
govern discrimination in the workplace
(i.e., South Dakota Department of
Labor; Division of Human Rights;
Iowa Civil Rights Commission;
Nebraska Equal Opportunity
Commission), but for the
purposes of this article we are
going to focus on a federal
governing body -- the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC). The EEOC is a regulatory body that enforces
federal laws that make it illegal to discriminate against a job
candidate or an employee. The anti-discrimination laws
governed by the EEOC prohibit discrimination in work
situations such as hiring, firing, promotions, harassment,
training, wages, and benefits.

Upon receipt of a Notice of Charge, the first step is: Don’t
ignore it! Larger employers seem to have the attitude that
one charge from one employee is not important and can be
ignored. This is not true, and can lead to serious problems
down the road. Best case scenario, and what we will pretend
happened for this article, the employer will send the Charge
to their attorney as soon as they receive it. A typical Charge
generally includes a Request for Information (RFI), with
specific questions governed by the Charging Party’s
allegations and a request for a Position Statement.
We will get into the specifics on answering both after
preliminary steps are taken, as outlined below.

Preliminary Notices from Attorney

The paralegal assigned to the file should do the following
as soon as a copy of the Charge is received: (1) Review the
Charge fully; make sure the Charge identifies the correct
entity and is properly and completely executed by the
Charging Party; confirm the statute of limitations has not
run; and calendar any deadlines;
What is an EEOC Charge?
(2) Draft a Notice of Representation
Discrimination
by
Type
letter to the EEOC identifying the
A Charge of Discrimination (Charge) can
attorney who will represent the client
be brought against an employer because
throughout the investigation process
•
Age
a job applicant, current employee, or
1
and give all available contact
• Disability
former employee (“Charging Party”) feels
information for that attorney; include a
they have been discriminated against due
• Equal Pay/Compensation
request for additional time if necessary;
to their race, color, religion, sex (including
• Genetic Information
and, include any requests to narrow the
pregnancy, gender identity, and sexual
•
Harassment
scope of the RFI, if it is too broad;
orientation), national origin, age (40 or
•
National
Origin
(3) Draft correspondence to the client
older), disability, or genetic information.
with instructions that clearly state they
• Pregnancy
are to govern themselves accordingly to
The Charging Party can utilize a form
• Race/Color
prevent retaliation against the Charging
available through the EEOC to bring a
• Religion
Party; to keep all information about the
charge. The form will include the Charging
• Retaliation
Charge confidential; to preserve paper
Party’s name and contact information,
•
Sex
and electronic evidence; and they must
employer information, date range of
notify their insurer if the Charge applies
•
Sexual
Harassment
discrimination, and any other information
to any policy the client may hold.
available
regarding
the
alleged
https://www.eeoc.gov/laws/types/
discrimination. Once the Charge form is
From here, the investigation can proceed
in different directions based on each
1
The EEOC enforces laws that protect job candidates and employees. However, oftentimes former employees
file charges of discrimination after they are separated from employment. Thus, in those situations the charging
individual case. We will work with a
party is technically a former employee, but the charging party’s claims arose from their time as either a job
candidate or an employee.
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general outline in which the attorney thinks the Charge may
hold some merit and investigation into the matter is warranted.

Internal Investigation
The EEOC will send a RFI along with the Charge. The questions
will revolve around the specific discrimination charges being
brought. Contact the client as soon as possible and determine
who within the company will be the contact responsible for
responding to the Charge. This is typically a member of the
Human Resources (HR) department, and if the Charging Party
is a “repeat offender,” HR will most definitely know about it
and be able to give helpful information right off the bat. Once
the contact is identified, have that person begin working on
answering the questions included in the RFI. At this point,
further internal investigations may need to be conducted.
One part of an internal investigation can include interviews
with potential witnesses. Interviews should be conducted with
any relevant witnesses to include managers, supervisors,
similarly situated employees, and HR staff. Affidavits and
statements can be collected at the same time.
Another part of the internal investigation includes document
review. Remember that preservation notice that was sent to
the client? Now is when that comes full circle. First, gather
not only the Charging Party’s personnel file, but the personnel
files of anyone involved, and copies of any relevant policies
and procedures and the signed acknowledgment forms to
those policies (typically found in the Employee Handbook); in
particular, any policies or procedures involving making complaints to higher-ups, internal EEOC procedure, anti discrimination policies, etc. If the client has done prior training focusing on discrimination in the workplace and how the company
takes a stance against discrimination, add that in. Next, look
for any grievances, internal complaints, and any information
on other investigations filed by or against the Charging Party.
Finally, gather any emails, voicemails, internet usage records,
hand-written notes, annual reviews, and so on that support
the facts of the Charge.

Position Statement
After interviews are completed and all documentation has
been gathered, the next, and possibly most important
part of the response is the position statement. Make the
investigator’s job as easy as possible. The response should
be clear, concise, and most importantly, complete. If the
response is complete, the investigation will be accelerated
and further requests for more information will be limited.
As the paralegal assigned to the file, you can get the first draft
of the position statement off the ground. The following are
points that should be included in every position statement:
 INTRODUCTORY DENIAL
Give a brief summary of the client’s position
that no discrimination occurred. Point out any
elements of the Charge of Discrimination that
are missing, i.e., is the Charging Party claiming
disability discrimination without alleging he/
she has a disability.
 EXPLANATION OF THE CLIENT’S
BUSINESS OPERATION
Give a clear overview of the client’s business.
Provide all contact information for the client’s
company, all contact information for the person
responsible for responding to the Charge, and
the number of employees with the company. It
may be helpful to include an organizational
chart as well.
 EEO POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Most companies have policies in their
employee hand books that clearly set out the
company’s procedures to be followed when
any complaint is made. It is important to
demonstrate to the investigator that the client
stresses the importance of these policies and
follows them extensively at all times. Also, if
the client has any training materials on
anti-harassment in the workplace, this is a
good spot to add that in.
 IDENTIFY KEY PLAYERS
For each person introduced in the position
statement, include their job title, co-worker
status to Charging Party, and any other
information relevant to the Charge.
 CHARGING PARTY’S EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
The Charging Party’s employment history plays
an important role in defending the charge. It is

SDParalegals.com
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best to include all employment history in
chronological order, so it is easy for the
investigator to follow. (Are you seeing a pattern?
Make it easy for the investigator!) Even if
attaching documents, the statement should
sufficiently describe all facts in writing, so the
investigator does not have to dig through paper
piles to find relevant information. Documents to
include under this section are job descriptions,
offers of employment, disciplinary reports (from
the event, what was done to discipline,
performance improvement plans, and any
resulting corrections or non-corrections made
by the employee), emails, termination materials,
and anything else relating to the Charging
Party’s employment history that may prove
relevant to the defense.
 SIMILARLY SITUATED EMPLOYEES
One big piece of the puzzle can be
explained through employees who were in the
same position as the Charging Party, but were
treated differently or the same, depending
on each situation. For example, if the Charging
Party is claiming racial discrimination as the
reason they were fired, find instances in
which a member of a different race (the
majority race would be ideal) was fired for
the same reason and provide documentation
of that instance.
 EVIDENCE IN DEFENSE OF EACH CHARGE
On many Charge forms, there will be multiple
“charges” actually listed out as I, II, III, and so on.
Respond to each charge, individually, and with
supporting documentation. Make sure to correct
any misrepresentations in fact made by the
Charging Party. If there are any confidential or
sensitive documents in defense, they must
clearly be marked as such.
 CONCLUSION
Conclude the position statement in much the
same way it was started, by denying
discrimination occurred, stating that the client
acted fairly, and request the Charge be
dismissed. This is also a good spot to reserve
the right to amend or supplement the response.

referring to the Charging Party. When crafting the position
statement, think: Would I want this to be seen/quoted at
trial? Once the position statement draft is finalized, make
sure to have the client contact review it thoroughly for any
misstatements or missed facts.
After the position statement is finalized, and all questions
have been answered on the RFI, go back and double check
how the EEOC investigator wants the documents submitted.
The EEOC does have an online portal, but fax is always an
option, and sometimes e-mail can be utilized. Keep an open
dialogue with the investigator and be nice, as a good
relationship with the investigator will be important to
the final outcome of the investigation. (Did I mention,
cooperate, and be nice? Just checking!)

Alternative Dispute Resolution
Settlement is always an option after receipt of a Charge. It
is best practice to investigate first, weigh possible defenses,
and then make the decision to offer settlement or agree to
mediation. The EEOC offers mediation services at no charge
as a confidential way to resolve disputes without a potentially
lengthy investigation. A mediator does not decide who is
right or wrong, but they are a great “talk-it-out” resource. An
investigation can take six months or longer, where
mediation can conclude the matter in a few months.

Learn from the Experience
Now that the client has gone through the process of
responding to a Charge, it’s a good time to take a look at
everything they were not able to provide to the investigator
and coach the client on revising their handbook, policies, and
procedures. They may also need to consider training their
management team, who in turn should train the rest of the
workforce. That way, in the event this happens again, the
client will be well prepared to respond timely and adequately.
DISCLAIMER: The information in this article is provided for general informational
purposes only, and may not reflect the current law in your jurisdiction. By viewing this
article in any format, you understand that there is no attorney-client relationship between
you and the Goosmann Law Firm attorneys. No information contained in this post should
be construed as legal advice from Goosmann Law Firm, PLC, or the individual author,
nor is it intended to be a substitute for legal counsel on any subject matter. No reader
of this post should act or refrain from acting on the basis of any information included in, or accessible through, this article without seeking the appropriate legal or other
professional advice on the particular facts and circumstances at issue from a lawyer
licensed in the recipient’s state, country, or other appropriate licensing jurisdiction.

REMEMBER: The investigator is not an attorney and any legal
or technical terms need to be explained in layman’s terms.
Always be respectful of the investigation, especially when
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Committee Reports
AUDIT

JOB BANK

Chair: Tasha Altmann, CP

Chair: Laura Stewart

Member: Paula Newman

Members: Kayne Larimer, ACP
		
Jackie Schad, ACP

Tasha.Altmann@MREnergy.com

No report.

ETHICS

Chair: Sue Jensen, ACP
Sue@MerkleLaw.com
Members: Dixie Bader, CLA
		
Jackie Schad, ACP
No report.

EDUCATION

Co-Chairs: Courtney Vanden Berg, CP
		
Courtney@JanklowAbdallah.com
		
Autumn Nelson, CP
		
NelsonA@GoosmannLaw.com
Members: Sarah Havlin, CP
		
Christi Weideman, ACP
		
Jennifer Frederick, CP
The Education Committee will be ramping
up efforts to prepare for the Annual Seminar
and Conference in June. We already have a
solid potential agenda and are working on
securing speakers and sponsors. If you have
had anyone inquire as to sponsorship, feel
free to send them to any Education
Committee member for more information.
We would like to remind everyone that the
Education Committee welcomes any
recommendation on topics, speakers, and
ways to improve our seminars. Please email
your recommendations for the upcoming
seminar to Courtney or Autumn. We look
forward to seeing you at the Annual Meeting
and Seminar on June 22, 2018, in Sioux Falls.
The lineup for speakers is looking to be one
you don’t want to miss!

LStewart@FullerAndWilliamson.com

Abbreviated job postings are on page
14. Complete postings are available here. If
you are an employer or know of an employer
seeking paralegals and/or legal staff, please
contact Laura.

LIBRARY

Chair: Clara Kiley, CP
PCKiley@msn.com

The library has DVDs available from both
2017 seminars, as well as seminars from
previous years. DVDs may be checked out
by members at a cost of $35 plus postage
and $50 plus postage for nonmembers. Five
seminar DVDs have been checked out so
far this year. If you are due for renewal this
year, don’t wait until the last minute to try to
get your hours in for recertification. Take
care of it now so you can enjoy your spring
and summer doing the fun stuff you would
rather do!
Books and other printed materials may be
checked out at the cost of postage.
A complete list of the library’s resources is
available here.

NOMINATIONS
& ELECTIONS

Chair: Cindy E. Schmit, ACP

PetersonLaw@MidcoNetwork.com

Member: Jaela Schultz, CP
No report.

MEMBERSHIP

Chair: Christi Weideman, ACP
CWeideman@rwwsh.com
Members: Vicki Blake, CP
		
Janet Miller, CP
No report.

NEWSLETTER

Chair: Jessi Stucke, CP
JStucke@rwwsh.com
Members: Karen Armstrong, PP, PLS
		
		
		
		

Jennifer Frederick, CP
Nicole Mayer-McMillen, CP
Autumn Nelson, CP
Rebekah Nelson

Do you have ideas or requests for future
issues? Are you or your attorney(s) interested in contributing articles? Contact Jessi!

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Co-Chairs: Cindy E. Schmit, ACP
		
PetersonLaw@MidcoNetwork.com
		
Chris Lillo, ACP
		
Chris.Lillo@WoodsFuller.com
Members: Vicki Blake, CP
		
Janet Miller, CP
Where are you at in your professional
development? Are you working on obtaining
your paralegal degree? Are you interested
in becoming a Certified Paralegal? Are you
a Certified Paralegal wanting to advance?
SDPA has applications available on our
website for the 2018-2019 SDPA Student
Scholarship, CP Exam Reimbursement, and
ACP Course Reimbursement. Our budget
includes one student scholarship, one CP
exam reimbursement, and two ACP course
reimbursements.
National American University in Sioux Falls
is a non-PSI testing center for NALA’s CP
Exam. The testing format has changed and
examinees will take a knowledge exam followed by a skills exam. If you are interested
in taking the CP exam, additional information
is available on NALA’s website.
If you are a Certified Paralegal, you are
eligible to take a self-study ACP course to
obtain the ACP designation and earn 20
hours of continuing legal education. The
ACP courses currently available are: Criminal
Litigation, Discovery, E-Discovery, Family Law
– Adoption and Assisted Reproduction, and
Trial Practice.
We only had one member interested in a
leadership academy this spring. If we have
others interested, we would consider offering
a leadership academy for our members this
fall. If you are interested in participating in
a leadership academy or studying for the CP
Exam with other members of SDPA, please
contact one of our committee members.
next page >>
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15		16										17

PUBLIC RELATIONS

1						 18			2		19

Chair: Diane Kerr, CP

Diane@RedstoneLawFirm.com

Members: Dixie A. Bader, CLA
		
Vicki Swenson, CP

20					 3/21		22		23
		4		24
							5

The Public Relations Committee would
like to thank all of those who volunteered for
Children’s Inn Gift Wrap booth in December.
I can tell you, as one of the members who volunteered, that it was fun to wrap gifts knowing
the money raised would go to the Children’s
Inn. We debuted our new SDPA t-shirts at the
event.
We recently participated in “Cookies for
Clerks” on Valentine’s Day and Feeding South
Dakota’s food drive.

		25
6									26

				7
							8
9		 27
				10							11

WEBSITE

Chair: Jessica Huyck, ACP
Jessica.Huyck@SDstate.edu
Members: Jaela Schultz, CP
		
Jessi Stucke, CP
We continue to update the website with
current job postings, events, and other
pertinent information. If you have something
that would like added to the calendar, please
contact one of us.

12								13
			14

Click Here: Answer Key

Across
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Continuing

Legal Education

6.
7.

NALA maintains an extensive library of
CLE self-study courses and on-demand
recordings of previous webinars!

8.
9.

Click Here:

10.

Self-Study Courses
On-Demand Webinars

11.

12.
13.
14.

NALA offers many resources for our
members. If you do not subscribe to
their newsletter, Facts & Findings, you
can still access several free articles here.
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28

Bluebook format for Treasury Regulations.
First name of the author of The Tax Law of
Associations, published in 2006.
Bluebook format of the Civil Aeronautics
Board Reports.
Abbreviation of the agency created in 1935 to
administer the National Labor Relations Act, the
primary law governing relations between unions
and employers in the private sector.
Bluebook format of the Atomic Energy
Commission Reports, covering 1956-1975.
Presidential document published in sequential
numbers and carries the same legal effect as the
Presidential Proclamation.
Abbreviation of a judicial officer who
exclusively decides on administrative law issues
within an executive agency and is sometime
referred to as the “hearing officer”.
Abbreviation of Social Security Rulings.
Abbreviation of the executive agency
responsible for, among other things, the licensing
of radio and television broadcast services in the
United States.
Abbreviation of the Department of Labor unit
in charge of the safety of the workplace.
Abbreviation of the cabinet level agency
created in 1966 to ensuring a fast, safe, efficient,
accessible, and convenient national
transportation system.
Bluebook form for the case reporter
specialized in bankruptcy.
Bluebook form for the Reports of the United States
Board of Tax Appeals, which covers appellate
decisions on tax 1924-1942.
Abbreviation of the agency established to
protect Federal merit systems against partisan
political and other prohibited personnel practices
and to ensure adequate protection for employees
against abuses by agency management.

Adapted from original by Mon Yin Lung /
University of Houston O’Quinn Law Library

Down

15. Abbreviation of the most worrisome federal
agency to many taxpayers.
16. The way the Texas Administrative Code is referred
to on its own website.
17. Governmental daily which publishes all regulations
of all federal agencies. It also publishes proposed
regulations, notice of hearings, presidential information,
and other administrative information.
18. Abbreviation of the agency involved in the US Supreme
Court environmental case, docket 05-848,
Environmental Defense v. Duke Energy Corp.
19. Section of the Federal Register which describes
regulatory actions being developed or recently
completed. It can be found in the April and October
issues of FR since 1983.
20. Type of publication including legislative material and
agency regulatory information, updated regularly and
usually subject oriented. Its leaves are removable.
21. Bluebook citation format of a semiannual publication
published by IRS. It is a permanent, indexed
consolidation of the Internal Revenue Bulletin.
22. A publisher that publishes a lot of administrative law
material including loose-leaf services and agency
decisions. One of the widely cited publications is the
Fair Employment Practice Cases.
23. Bluebook format of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Issuances.
24. Rules issued by an administrative agency to govern
its operations and to regulate the industries within
its jurisdiction.
25. Bluebook format of the Securities and Exchange
Commission Decisions and Reports.
26. The independent Federal agency created to decide
contests of citations or penalties resulting from OSHA
inspections of American work places. It functions as
an administrative court with established procedures
for conducting hearings, receiving evidence, and
rendering decisions.
27. Bluebook abbreviation of the ultimate collection
of federal regulations.
28. Bluebook abbreviation of the Court handling tax
appeals. This abbreviation is also used for the
citation of the opinions it issues.
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Administrative Appeals
The Paralegal’s Role
Jessi Stucke, CP

with Jack H. Hieb & Zachary W. Peterson

Have you ever disagreed with a decision made by your local
government? I have, and I’m going to guess that you have, too.
While most times we leave with our opinion, there are times
when an individual, a group of individuals, or a business feels
that the decision of the “Board” should be reversed. Thus, a
petition is made, and an administrative appeal is born. Most
of my experience is in assisting the attorney(s) in the defense of
the Board’s decision, in particular, the decisions of county and
township bodies. These appeals are made to the Circuit Court.
QUASI-JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS

The subject of the appeal, in the most general sense, is the decision
made during a quasi-judicial proceeding. If you think about all of the
decisions made by your City Council, you might think of ordinances
being passed or revised. Those would be legislative acts. When you
think about your county’s Board of Commissioners, you might think of
how they go about approving plats or Conditional Use Permits (CUPs).
These are administrative, or ministerial acts, which involve some form
of quasi-judicial proceeding, resulting in either approval or denial.
An administrative action is quasi-judicial if it “investigates, declares,
and enforces liabilities as they stand on present or past facts and
under law supposed already to exist rather than looking to the future
and changing existing conditions by making a new rule, to be
applied thereafter to all or some parts of those subject to its
power.1” “The term “quasi-judicial” is used to describe acts, not of
judicial tribunals usually, but acts of public boards and municipal
officials, presumed to be the product or result of investigation,
consideration, and human judgment, based upon evidentiary facts
of some sort, in a matter within the discretionary power of such
board or officer.2”

STANDARD OF REVIEW

Quasi-judicial proceedings are subject to a certain standard of
review when appealed, which includes proper conduct of those
proceedings. One form of review, de novo, involves the review of
the issues as if they had never been heard in the first place. The
appellate court reviews the evidence, makes its own findings of fact
and conclusions of law, and renders judgment regardless of the
previous local proceeding.3 Another form of review involves whether
or not the Board’s decision was “arbitrary and capricious.” Our firm
recently represented three township boards from Day County in
appeals of this nature, regarding their decisions to vacate certain
township roads. Click here to read the S.D. Supreme Court’s
decision. Another form of review determines whether or not there
was “substantial evidence” not supporting the Board’s decision.
Yet another standard of review involves determination of whether
or not a trial Court’s decision and/or findings were “clearly
erroneous.” Our firm recently received a favorable decision involving
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that type of issue, where, as it happens, the Circuit Court’s findings
pertained to an appeal of a county board’s granting of a special
election. Click here to read the decision.
Depending on your perspective of any given decision, these
standards may seem either too strict or too loose. However, a
quasi-judicial proceeding is held to certain of these standards,
because “it’s a proceeding that, by definition, has the effect of
depriving someone of life, liberty, or property.4”
It would be fair to say that half of the appeals I’ve worked on were
not a surprise. As in, the application brought before the Board was
hotly contested, maybe even publicized in the media, well before
they made their decision. In some instances, our firm has been
retained before the appeal was filed.

THE BOARD

Every county is different. Depending on the economy, they tend
to have significantly varying degrees of experience in handling
applications. Certain criteria are dictated by statute, while others,
such as the actual application process and the local ordinances in
play, are determined by each county. For this reason, some county
boards maintain extensive, systematic records. Other county
boards may never have been through a contested application
process before and have no idea what will be expected of
them or what kind of documentation will be involved.
Additionally, board members involved in the decision may have
reached the end of their term by the time of the appeal, and if he
or she is a snowbird, things can get a little complicated in
the early stages.
Every township board is unique. When we consider the physical
size of a township, and the population of rural townships, specifically,
it is not unusual to find out that their eligible population is less than
15 citizens. Some have been in the position for a year, while others
have been at it for decades. A tiny handful receive minor
compensation, but most are volunteers. Some provide labor
to maintain township roads, for example, because the budget
isn’t big enough.
Regardless, we have to keep in mind that the people on either side
of the fence are still neighbors. They live near each other, even work
together. From either perspective, everyone cares about the
livelihood and well-being of their community. This becomes
immediately obvious when we make contact with the Board. It’s
understandable that with different personalities comes different
levels of involvement once the appeal has been made. Some take the
situation personally, concerned that they may have done something

next page >>
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Administrative Appeals: The Paralegal’s Role
<< previous page
wrong, or simply hurt that anyone could see their decision as
inappropriate. All of these dynamics are important to consider going
forward, especially because we triage communications.

THE PARALEGAL’S ROLE

The attorney will meet with the board to review the decision and
their procedures. Part of these meeting inevitably involves calming
their concerns and explaining the appeal process. Once the attorney
has put together a timeline and list of relevant individuals, I begin
gathering, preserving, and preparing the record. The most timeconsuming record I’ve prepared to-date showed up in two full-size
rubbermaid containers, labeled with duct-tape. Antique record books
still with pages to be filled, manila envelopes inside manila
envelopes, carbon-copy receipts… So, you can imagine how excited
I get when an experienced county officer sends the whole thing
on a jump drive, complete with an index. That has only happened
once! Depending on the decision being appealed, such as a
Concentrated Animal Feeding Unit (CAFO), a wind farm, use of
a right-of-way, etc., different documents exist. The following is a
comprehensive list, but by no means are these part of every
case, nor are they the end-all to what might be part of the record.
• County Ordinance
Applicant
• CUP Application
• CUP Proposal
• Haul Road Agreement
• Correspondence

Post-Hearing
• Minutes
• Transcript
Findings
• Proposed Findings
• Findings
• Letter of denial/approval

Hearing
• Landowner notices
Media Files
• Notice of Hearing
• Powerpoint slides
• Affidavit of Publication
• Photos/videos
• Submissions for/against
• Audio recording
• Agenda
		 of the hearing
• Sign-in sheets
• Texts / Emails /
• Code of conduct
		 Social media posts

WRIT OF CERTIORARI

In many cases, we prepare the record in the form of a Return to Writ
of Certiorari, which is served to the Petitioner(s) and to the Court.
It identifies each item in the record and is signed under oath by
the executive head of the Board (from the time of the decision).

DEPOSITIONS

In some cases, the Petitioner(s) may seek to depose certain
officials. In others, the parties may agree that depositions aren’t
necessary. We always try to schedule the depositions all on one
day or two days back-to-back, if possible. Some individuals may
be farmers, and others may have strict PTO policies with their
employer. Either way, my job is to accommodate their schedules
as best as is possible. We tend not to worry about who goes in
what order. And, if any of these individuals goes South for the
winter, or has retired and moved elsewhere, I try to arrange that
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deposition telephonically so that the case isn’t held
they return or involve unnecessary travel and expense.

up until

TRIAL

When the appeal will be heard only by the Court, the parties
arrange a hearing, which is, in essence, the trial. Unlike a traditional
civil trial, the parties typically submit pre-trial briefs, rather than
post-trial, but, of course, that ultimately is determined by the Court.
Depending on the extent of the issue, the size of the record, and
the number of witnesses, I’ve seen these hearings take from
as little as a half-day to as many as 2-3 days.

CLIENT CONTACT

As with any case, activity ebbs and flows. Some individuals put
a lot of thought and effort into the case while it’s pending. Others
are content to wait for an update from us, understanding that we
have everything under control. The hardest part for the clients, of
course, is waiting for the Court’s decision -- especially when we’ve
successfully defended the appeal in Circuit Court -- only to have
the Petitioner(s) take it to the S.D. Supreme Court. I always try
to be considerate of their perspective, reassuring them that we are
keeping them well-informed, asking for information from them if
something comes up, and reminding them of the process, a
process which requires patience, whether we have it or not.

AFFIRMED, REVERSED, REMANDED

There is the scenario where we receive the S.D. Supreme Court’s
decision, which affirms in part and reverses/remands in part. This
happened most recently with Troy Township1. Two other road
vacation appeals, from Butler and Valley townships, were
consolidated with Troy. The Court affirmed the Butler and Valley
Boards’ decisions but reversed and remanded Troy’s decision,
determining that a few sections should not have been vacated.
Troy’s Order to Vacate Roadways was a catch-call document,
which listed every section to be vacated. The Board had to re-do
the proceedings, but this time, leave out those sections denied.
We assisted the Board in that process, to ensure that they followed
protocol to avoid going through this same process again because
of technical error. It was an odd end, but ultimately, successful.

NEXT TIME

For both the paralegal and the Board, every administrative appeal is
an opportunity to “know better” next time. The Board is now educated
on the potential outcomes of their ministerial actions, and they consider
this experience each time the consider a new decision. It may
even cause them to revise ordinances to avoid similar issues
in the future. For me, the unique details of each case help me to be
more efficient next time. This includes smoother, more productive
interactions with the individuals collecting the documents, and
being able to prepare the record in a timely fashion.
1
2
3
4

State v. Troy Twp., 2017 SD 50
Bartron v. Codington County, 2 N.W.2d 309, 300 (S.D. 1942)
Goos RV Center v. Minnehaha County Commission, 2009 S.D. 24, 764 N.W.2d 704
Champion v. Board of County Comm’rs, 41 N.W. 739, 742 (S.D. 1889)
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NALA Certification
Self-Study / Web-Based
Online course module, detailed
exercises and assessment
CLICK HERE for COMPLETE INFORMATION

Part 1

KNOWLEDGE Exam

Available year-round at PSI testing centers.
Contact your chosen testing center for availability.
• Administered on-demand, year-round at testing centers
with preliminary results upon completion.
• 120* multiple-choice questions covering the topics listed
in Appendix A. Only 100 questions will be scored.
• Subjects addressed:
• U.S. Legal System
• Civil Litigation
• Contract Law
• Corporate/Commercial Law
• Criminal Law & Procedure
• Estate Planning & Probate
• Real Estate & Property
• Torts
• Professional & Ethical Responsibility

Candidates must successfully complete the Knowledge
Exam in order to be eligible to take the Skills Exam.
• Candidates must wait at least 2 weeks after passing the
Knowledge Exam to take the Skills Exam.

Part 2

SKILLS Exam
Candidates are eligible two weeks
after passing the Knowledge Exam.

• Administered four times each year:
February, April, July, and October.
• Written assignment (see Appendix A).
• Written submissions will be evaluated according to the
following criteria:
WRITING
• Grammar, Spelling

& Punctuation
• Clarity of Expression

CRITICAL THINKING
• Reading Comprehension
• Analysis of Information
• Decision Making

Re-Testing
Candidates who do not pass the Knowledge Exam must wait
90 days before re-taking it. Candidates must pass each exam
within the first three attempts at each exam during a 365-day
period or wait 365 days before trying again.
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CLICK HERE for COMPLETE INFORMATION

ACP certification is available for Certified Paralegals and
is focused on mastery of any of 25 specialized areas of law.
Courses are self-study, web-based modules. The courses
include presentations(s), detailed exercises, and a final
assessment exam. Courses average 20 hours to complete.
-------------------------------------------------------------

NALA is in the process of converting courses
to a new online course platform. The following
focus areas are currently available:
• CRIMINAL LITIGATION
• DISCOVERY
• E-DISCOVERY
• FAMILY LAW: ADOPTION & ASSISTED REPRODUCTION
• TRIAL PRACTICE

-------------------------------------------------------------

The following focus areas will be
available again in the near future:
BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS
• Incorporated Entities
• Non-Corporate Entities
CALIFORNIA ADVANCED SPECIALIZATION IN DISCOVERY
COMMERCIAL BANKRUPTCY
CONTRACTS MANAGEMENT
ESTATE PLANNING
FAMILY LAW
• Dissolution Case Management
• Child Custody, Child Support, Visitation
• Division of Property & Spousal Support
PERSONAL INJURY
Automobile Accidents • Entity Medical Liability
Individual Medical Liability • Intentional Torts
Premises Liability • Product Liability
Worker’s Compensation • Wrongful Death
REAL ESTATE
• Land Use
• Principles
TRADEMARKS
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Job Bank
If you are an employer, or know of an employer seeking paralegals and/or legal staff, please contact Job Bank Chair:

Laura M. Stewart
Fuller & Williamson
7521 S. Louise Avenue
Sioux Falls, SD 57108
(605) 333-0003
LStewart@FullerAndWilliamson.com
Some of the listings below have been abbreviated - see the complete postings here.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LEGAL SECRETARY/SUPPORT - FT

LEGAL SECRETARY/PARALEGAL - FT

The qualified candidate must be proficient in the use
of a computer, be able to work efficiently and think
independently to set up, maintain and organize files,
type dictation, run errands and assist attorneys and
paralegals with various projects such as preparing
legal documents, making copies and other tasks as
assigned.

Nelson Law represents clients in a variety of practice
areas; however, its primary area of practice is in
criminal law. The ideal candidate will have knowledge
of electronic filing procedures, must be detail-orientated, have knowledge of Microsoft Word, Excel,
and Outlook. Previous legal experience is preferred;
however, it is not required. We are willing to train the
right applicant. Compensation based on experience.

Richardson, Wyly, Wise, Sauck & Hieb - Aberdeen

Pay DOEQ between $11.00 and $15.00/hour plus
benefits, including paid time off during your first year.
Cover letter and resume:
Attn: Stacy Johnson
Post Office Box 1030
Aberdeen, SD 57402-1030
SJohnson@rwwsh.com

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PARALEGAL/LEGAL ASSISTANT - FT
Beardsley, Jensen & Lee - Rapid City

To assist with a busy civil litigation practice.
Candidates should possess strong organizational,
multitasking, and computer skills and be able to
maintain a heavy workload. Excellent grammar,
spelling, punctuation, and attention to detail are
also required. Candidates should have experience in
drafting correspondence and pleadings; document
management; knowledge of court rules; proficiency in
e-filing; calendaring and docketing.
The firm offers a starting wage of $14.00 to $25.00
per hour depending on experience, along with full
benefits including Health, Dental, Vision, Life, Disability, and Profit Sharing. All applications will be treated
confidentially.
Resumes & References:
Attn: Tawnya Broyles
Post Office Box 9579
Rapid City, SD 57709
TBroyles@BlackHillsLaw.com
Fax: (605) 721-2801

Nelson Law Firm - Sturgis

Resumes:
1209 Junction Avenue
Sturgis, SD 57785
Office@NelsonLawSturgis.com
Fax: (605) 561-2080

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PARALEGAL

Tieszen Law Office - Pierre
Call Richard Tieszen at (605) 224-1500.
Resumes:
306 E. Capitol Avenue
Pierre, SD 57501

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PARALEGAL/LEGAL ASSISTANT - FT
Bangs McCullen Law Firm - Sioux Falls

Typical hours are 8-5, M-F. Applicant must be a
detail-oriented person, who has a positive attitude,
and possesses excellent clerical and communication
skills. Three years of legal experience is required.
Wage DOE -- Excellent benefit package.
Resumes:
Bdreyer@BangsMcCullen.com

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PARALEGAL:
ESTATE ADMINISTRATION
Thompson Law - Sioux Falls

Established, estate planning law firm in Sioux Falls
whose mission is to provide families with quality
estate planning resources. Our firm helps families
preserve their wealth for future generations, minimize estate taxes and avoid the expense of probate.
We also help clients preserve their financial wealth
through Legacy Planning, a holistic approach to estate planning where life stories and family heirlooms
are prepared for future generations. Our law firm
also specializes in estate planning for the unique
needs of family businesses and farms.
Thompson Law is a great place to work for those who
enjoy a family friendly environment where serving
the clients’ needs is the highest priority. It is a busy
office where each staff member is valued and relied
upon for team success. Career growth is encouraged
and opportunities are available for those who have
the desire to succeed.
Position Summary
The Estate Administration Paralegal will have regular
and frequent interactions with families after the
death of loved ones. This person is responsible for
assisting the attorney in all aspects of administrating
trusts and estates.
Responsibilities: See complete listing.
Knowledge, Skills & Abilities: See complete listing.
Preference will be given to applicants with a background in financial planning or accounting and/or
proven Trust Administration experience. Familiarity
with investment assets and taxes is a plus.
Cover letter, resume and references:
Joan@caThompsonLaw.com.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PARALEGAL - FT

Heidepriem, Purtell, Siegel & Olivier - Sioux Falls
Primary Objective
Under general supervision, performs a variety of
matter management and administrative duties for
timekeepers to whom assigned and other timekeepers on the team. Promotes positive relationships
with clients and firm personnel, and assists with
business development efforts.
Essential Job Responsibilities: See complete listing.
Knowledge, Skills & Abilities Required: See complete
listing.
Cover letter, resume and references:
Kasey@hpsLawFirm.com
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Most of our Circuit Court Judges provide a
cheatsheet identifying how they expect to
communicate and proceed both within and
outside the courtroom. Each Judge’s
preferences are downloadable PDFs.
Follow these links below to access:
www.ujs.sd.gov
1. Click on “Circuit Courts” (left sidebar)
2. Click on “First Judicial Circuit” (etc.)
3. Click on “Local Forms & Policies” (gray header)
4. Click “Circuit Court Judge Courtroom Preferences”
(right column: Local Policies/Procedures)
5. Click on any of the Judges listed
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